Our study set out to develop a sensitive technique, capable of detecting output changes from the 44 posterior fossa following a motor acquisition task. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was 45 applied over the right cerebellar cortex 5 ms in advance of test stimuli over the left cerebral 46 motor cortex (M1), suppressing test motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) recorded in a distal hand 47 56 CBI50 (p = 0.04), CBI50+5% (p = 0.008), and CBI50+10% (p = 0.01) for the experimental 57 group only. Reaction time (p < 0.001) and accuracy (p = 0.006) improved significantly following 58 practice, implying that dis-inhibition coincides with motor learning. No changes however were 59 seen in the control condition. We conclude that this protocol is a sensitive technique that may be 60 used to study cerebellar dis-inhibition with motor acquisition in vivo. 61 62 63
muscle. Ten participants typed the letters Z,D,F,P in randomized eight letter sequences for 48 approximately 15 minutes, and ten participants participated in the control condition. Cerebellar-49 M1 recruitment curves were established prior to and after the motor acquisition task. Cerebellar 50 inhibition at 50 percent (CBI50) was defined as the intensity of cerebellar-M1 stimulations that 51 produced MEPs that were 50 percent of the initial test MEP. Collection also occurred at 52 stimulator intensities 5% and 10% above CBI50. A significant interaction effect of group 53 (experimental and control) versus time (pre-and post-intervention) was observed [F(1,18) = 54 4.617, p = 0.046]. Post-hoc tests showed a significant effect for the learning task in the 55 experimental group [F(1,9) = 10.28, p = 0.01]. Further analysis showed specific dis-inhibition at Introduction 67 Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been used extensively to study changes in 68 neural plasticity coupled with behavioural learning. Most TMS studies have specified anatomical 69 regions within the cerebral cortices, and more specifically within the primary motor cortex (M1), 70 when considering changes that occur with motor learning (Classen et al. 1998; Liepert et al. 71 1998; Pascual-Leone et al. 1995; Sugawara et al. 2013 ). There are however few studies that 72 involve the cerebellum and associated components of the posterior fossa and lower brain stem. 73 Ugawa et al. (1995) was among the first to pilot magnetic stimulation over the 74 cerebellum through the use of a double-cone coil that could stimulate deep, underlying tissues. 75 To obtain the desired response, Ugawa et al. (1995) applied a conditioning stimulus to the 76 posterior fossa 5 to 8 milliseconds (ms) prior to a test stimulus over the contralateral M1, 77 exciting cerebellar neurons prior to the motor command volley. Ugawa et al. (1995) 's original 78 design relied on "finding" the threshold for eliciting a cervicomedullary evoked potential 79 (CMEP); once this CMEP threshold was found, the desired intensity was determined using a 80 stimulation intensity 5 to 10% below CMEP threshold to stimulate the cerebellum, based on the 81 rationale that this would minimize contamination of the trace with CMEPs (Ugawa et al. 1995) . 82 This feature of their protocol design poses a difficulty: CMEPs are of a low magnitude, they can 83 be painful to participants due to the high intensities of stimulator output and the large 84 concomitant contraction of the dorsal neck muscles, and additionally, they are not able to be 85 elicited in all subjects (Martin et al. 2009 as the cerebellum is a structure known to be a priori implicated in the general processes of 99 sensorimotor integration and motor learning (Doyon et al. 2003; Doyon et al. 2002; Manzoni 100 2007; Penhume and Doyon 2002) . Therefore, experimental designs are needed to accurately 101 study human cerebellum function in-vivo. Studies that do exist on the sensorimotor role of the 102 cerebellum are often performed using advanced imaging modalities such as MRI, which places 103 subjects within a restricted area, generally in a supine position and with limited dynamic task 104 interactive capability. A unique advantage of TMS is that it may be applied with relative ease 105 within a dynamic paradigm when used to assess structural or functional changes following task 106 acquisition. 107 Our study set out to extend and refine Ugawa et al. (1995) 's previous work, evaluating 108 potential cerebellar effects while minimizing contamination of the test MEP with CMEPs and 109 cervical root evoked potentials. We hypothesized that following the learning of a motor 110 acquisition task similar to tasks shown through MRI studies to activate cerebellar nuclei and 111 5 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration regions of the cerebellar cortex (Doyon et al. 2002; Penhume and Doyon 2002) , we would see 112 dis-inhibition of cerebellar output as an outcome of sensorimotor changes within the cerebellum.
113

Methods
114
Subjects 115 Twelve healthy volunteers (6 females) were tested to see whether stimulations over the 116 cerebellum would produce extraneous activity within the electromyographic (EMG) trace. All 117 subjects showed inhibition of the test MEP with cerebellar-M1 stimulations (ISI 5 ms). However, 118 in one subject, cervical root activity was apparent, specifically EMG activity with a latency of 119 approximately 14 ms from the stimulus. In another subject, motor activity was identified due to 120 latency changes within the EMG trace. EMG activity with a latency approximately 5 ms in 121 advance of the test MEP was considered to be motor cortex activity, produced by the firing of the 122 double-cone coil (which was fired 5 ms in advance of the test MEP stimulus), and was thus not 123 created by the cerebellar-M1 conditioning. This extraneous activity potentially depicts 124 antidromic activation of the pyramidal tract (Ugawa 2009; Ugawa et al. 1991) . Due to potential 125 confounding effects, traces with this activity were not included in the analysis. Data from these 126 two subjects were excluded from the study so that out of the twelve original subjects, ten were 127 included in the final analysis (4 females, mean age 22.7 years, range 19 to 27 years). Seven of 128 these subjects were right-handed and the other three were ambidextrous. Thirteen control 129 subjects (6 females) were also tested, and of these control subjects, two showed motor cortex 130 activity and one showed cervical root activity. A total of ten were included in the final analysis MEP at approximately 0.5 mV in peak-to-peak amplitude. 155 The double-cone coil was positioned over the cerebellum at the midline between the 156 inion and the external auditory meatus at the level of, or slightly above the level of, the inion to 157 7 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration elicit optimal MEP suppression as described by Ugawa et al. (1995) . The coil was held by a 158 Magstim aluminum stand, and cloth tape held the coil so that it was strapped in place to the back 159 of the head in a comfortable, snug placement. A researcher with at least eight months of 160 experience held the figure-of-eight coil over the motor cortex with the handle in a posterior 161 direction at approximately 45 degrees from the sagittal plane. The optimal stimulation site to 162 elicit MEPs from the FDI was marked with a permanent marker onto a tightly-fitted scalp cap. 163 Stimulator output to the figure-of-eight coil was adjusted in small increments to elicit test motor-164 evoked potentials (MEPs) of approximately 0.5 mV peak-to-peak amplitude averaged across 16 165 sweeps. This stimulator intensity was selected since test MEPs under 1 mV have been shown to 166 be most sensitive to effects of inhibition (Daskalakis et al. 2004; Ugawa et al. 1995) . Rest 167 threshold (RTh) was found over M1 as the lowest stimulator output that elicits five out of ten 168 significant MEPs with peak-to-peak amplitude equal to or greater than 50 µV. To determine cerebellar inhibition at 50 percent (CBI50) we carried out the following 186 protocol. One single pulse was delivered through the double cone coil over the cerebellum, to be 187 used in later analysis as a buffer and also to evaluate the effect of cerebellar stimulations on the 188 EMG trace, and ten cerebellar-M1 stimuli pairs (ISI 5 ms) were delivered at each of six to ten 189 intensities in 5% MSO intervals (e.g. 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85% MSO) for a total of eleven of the test MEP (unconditioned response). In a separate analysis, peak-to-peak amplitude of the 214 unbuffered data was determined, in order to assess the feasibility of this method, as compared to 215 area under the rectified averaged curve. 216 Cerebellar inhibition at 50 percent 217 Stimulations were collected at incrementally increasing levels of conditioning stimulus 218 intensity. The stimulation intensity that produced a value that was the closest to 50 percent 219 inhibition, followed by a similarly inhibited MEP at the next stimulation increment, was 220 determined for each individual subject to enable comparisons between subjects (Fig. 3 ). We 221 made comparisons at CBI50, CBI50+5% stimulator output and CBI50+10% stimulator output. 222 The levels CBI50, CBI50+5%, and CBI50+10% were the only levels selected for statistical 223 analysis, as some subjects started to inhibit at 50 percent as soon as they started the protocol and 224 never received stimulator intensity less than CBI50. Other subjects inhibited only at 80% MSO 225 10 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration and, as we intentionally did not collect levels above 90% MSO, we only reached CBI50+10% in 226 these participants. 227 Motor acquisition task 228 In the experimental group, participants typed randomized eight-letter sequences of the 229 letters Z, P, D, and F with the right index finger (Z,D,P,Z,F,P,D,D). This typing task, The control intervention was carried out to ensure that any changes observed following 241 the motor acquisition task were specific to the motor task and not due to potential 242 methodological confounding variables involved with re-testing of the protocol a second time 243 (e.g. removal and replacement of the stimulating coils). Instead of engaging with the task, 244 subjects sat on a chair with their FDI muscle quiescent. The investigators removed the TMS coils 245 (as was done for the motor task in the experimental group) and replaced the TMS coils shortly 246 thereafter. Identical TMS coil placement is vital for reproducibility, so this was attended to very 247 carefully for both groups by the data collection team. where significance was seen in the mixed-design ANOVA. Mean reaction time was found for 256 each subject, and the differences between the group means were assessed with the paired-sample 257 t test. Accuracy was tallied for each subject out of a maximum accuracy response of 80 (a score 258 of 80 = 100% accuracy). The sum of group accuracy was tallied and assessed with the chi-259 squared test comparing changes to accuracy before and after the practice.
260
Results
261
Coupling the cerebellar and M1 stimulations (ISI 5 ms) caused MEPs to have a decreased 262 size. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 1 . Figure 1 also shows that following the motor 263 learning task, the cerebellar-M1 stimulations (ISI 5 ms) produced MEPs of a larger size than the 264 MEPs produced during the pre-motor learning condition. A general trend was noted where 265 inhibition increased (e.g. smaller MEP size) at increasing stimulus intensities for individual 266 subjects (Fig 3A. ). However, the stimulus intensity at which CBI50 occurred varied between 267 individual subjects, as depicted in sample traces for three individual subjects (Fig. 3A) . Once 268 CBI50 had been determined as the response that is fifty percent inhibition with adjacent 269 responses showing similar inhibition, the corresponding CBI50 curves were plotted, as depicted 270 12 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration for the same three subjects (Fig. 3B.) . Figure 3 shows that plotting the CBI50 curves in this way 271 standardizes a physiological inhibition level and enables group comparisons. showed a significant effect following the learning task in the experimental group [F(1,9) = 10.28, 278 p = 0.01], whereas no significant effect was seen after the control condition. Post hoc two-tailed 279 paired t tests showed significance for the experimental group at CBI50 (p = 0.04), CBI50+5% (p 280 = 0.008), and CBI50+10% (p = 0.01) (Fig. 4) . The average MEP size following the motor 281 acquisition task increased from 52.7% to 112% at CBI50; from 38.9% to 101% at CBI50+5% 282 and from 41.2% to 90.1% at CBI50+10% (Fig. 4A.) . In the control condition, the change in 283 average MEP size was much less with changes from 50.6% to 60.6% at CBI50; from 41.3% to 284 56.9% at CBI50+5% and from 40.9% to 52.8% at CBI50+10% (Fig. 4B.) . 285 
FIGURE FOUR WILL APPEAR APPROXIMATELY HERE 286
Peak-to-peak amplitude 287 In a separate analysis, peak-to-peak amplitude, without application of a buffer, was used 288 to assess similarities between analysis methods. When the same intensities used in group 289 comparisons above were applied in the experimental group only, the repeated-measures ANOVA 290 test showed a similar difference in pre-versus post-intervention measurements [F(1,9) = 11.13, p 291 = 0.009] with post hoc analysis showing significance at CBI50 (p = 0.03), CBI50+5% (p = 292 0.004), and CBI50+10% (p = 0.01). No apparent differences were seen between the two analysis 293 methods. 294 13 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration Motor acquisition task 295 For the experimental group, two-tailed paired sample t tests showed significant 296 improvement to reaction time following the 15 minute task (p < 0.001). As well, the chi-squared 297 test showed that accuracy improved significantly following the task (p = 0.006) (Fig.5.) . 298 
FIGURE FIVE WILL APPEAR APPROXIMATELY HERE 299
Discussion 300 This study presents a novel method to non-invasively explore cerebellar dis-inhibition of 301 M1 in vivo in human subjects. This study demonstrated that, following a motor acquisition task, 302 there was reduced inhibition following pairs of cerebellar-M1 stimulations (ISI 5 ms). This was 303 seen at three different intensities: at the level where approximately 50 percent of the test stimulus 304 over M1 was observed prior to the intervention (what we have termed cerebellar inhibition at 50 305 percent, or CBI50); at 5% MSO above this (termed CBI50+5%) and at 10% MSO above this 306 level (termed CBI50+10%), suggesting there are physiological changes that occur following a 307 motor acquisition task which involve cerebellar-M1 pathways. It is advantageous to compare the 308 data at least at three stimulation intensities to provide a more robust measure of the degree of 309 inhibition, and this is recommended for this type of study due to fluctuations that may occur 310 when inhibition is investigated at a single stimulation intensity.
311
Novel method 312 A similar study on cerebellar changes (Daligadu et al. 2013) used absolute values of 313 conditioning stimulus output (as opposed to values relative to CBI50) following a motor task 314 with the numbers 7, 8, 9 repeated in randomized six number sequences (7, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7) . Stimulator subjects. However, in the current study, when comparisons were made with selected stimulator 319 intensities to elicit 50-percent EMG-MEP suppression and individualize the stimulator intensity 320 to CBI50, clear changes were evident as seen in the aggregated group data (see Fig. 4 ).
321
Potential mechanisms for dis-inhibition 322 It is generally accepted that a principal function of the cerebellum is to modify or refine 323 extracerebellar output through the mechanism of inhibition sourced from GABAergic neuron 324 populations. Various imaging studies report that the cerebellum is active during motor sequence 325 tasks (Doyon et al. 2002) and finger-tapping tasks (Olsson et al. 2008; Stoodley et al. 2012; Witt 326 et al. 2008) . It also participates in, and plays an active role in, motor adaption and in the 327 behavioural learning of unfamiliar tasks (Doyon et al. 2003) . 328 In this study the two stimulated areas were the cerebellum and primary motor cortex 329 (M1). The test MEPs elicited over M1 were matched between and across subjects prior to and 330 following the motor acquisition task at a value close to 0.5 mV. Stimulator output over M1 was 331 maintained at a constant percent MSO ±2% across conditions. Changes were seen at CBI50 332 following the motor acquisition task but not seen in the control, providing support to the 333 proposition that the motor acquisition task induces changes within or between the cerebellum 334 and M1 (the two stimulated areas) and that these changes are able to be detected by the 335 cerebellar-M1 protocol (ISI 5 ms) described in this study. 336 We speculate that there are two intrinsic mechanisms that may contribute to dis-inhibition 337 at CBI50 as seen in this study. The first possible mechanism is that during stimulation over the 338 posterior fossa, there may be an increased discharge from collaterals of both mossy and climbing 339 fibres that synapse onto cerebellar nuclei. This proposition is supported by the principle that 340 15 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration sensory neurons synapse onto cerebellar nuclei before synapsing with deeper Purkinje cells 341 within the corpus of the cerebellum, and prior work supports that these sensory neurons produce 342 a resultant increased discharge of cerebellar nuclei with voluntary movement (Holdefer et al. 343 2005). 344 A second possible mechanism contributing to dis-inhibition following the motor 345 acquisition task is the activity from sensory neuron complexes that project to the cerebellum as a 346 result of the motor task. This proposition is supported by previous animal studies which have 347 shown encoding of limb loci in the spinocerebellar tract (Bosco et al. 1996) and also in the 348 external cuneate nucleus projecting to both the thalamus and cerebellum (Giaquinta et al. 1999) . 349 Previous work has also shown that practice of a motor sequence acquisition task, similar to the 350 one used in this study, causes near-to-constant activity within the cerebellar cortex during early 351 and late stage phases of learning and adaption (Doyon et al. 2002) . Interestingly, despite this 352 near-to-constant observed activity of the cerebellar cortex, "increased activity" within the 353 associated nuclei could be seen following thirty minutes of practice (Doyon et al. 2002) . This 354 increased cerebellar nuclei activity following practice of the task is indicative that changes occur 355 upstream of Purkinje cells (e.g. within sensory fibres). These findings support our hypothesis that 356 encoding in sensory neurons, and possibly long term depression (LTD) of parallel fibre 357 connections described by Ito (2006) , play a role in changes to the output produced at cerebellar 358 nuclei and in the dis-inhibition at CBI50 as seen in this study. 359 Motor cortical hyperexcitability following the task, however, is a mechanism that does 360 not fully explain the change seen after the motor acquisition task. Hyperexcitability would mean 361 that the motor cortical test MEP (produced from 16 sweeps) would show an increase in size 362 (Delvendahl et al. 2012 ). However, each MEP produced by the cerebellar-M1 stimulations was 363 16 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration normalized, using the motor cortical test MEP in the denominator and the cerebellar-M1 MEP in 364 the numerator. Based on this normalization process, large amounts of motor cortical 365 hyperexcitability (and larger motor cortical MEPs) would cause there to be a much smaller 366 "conditioned MEP response." Similarly, if there were to be much less excitability of the motor 367 cortex, this would cause there to be a larger "conditioned MEP response." Normalization means 368 that small changes in excitability after the motor acquisition task would not have affected the 369 outcome. In the study, a much larger "conditioned MEP response" was seen after the 370 intervention even though the motor cortical test MEP was the same as prior to the motor training 371 (e.g. the same size at the same percent MSO ± 2%). This suggests that the main source of the 372 inhibition was due to changes in excitability in the cerebellar-M1 pathway, as distinct from 373 changes in excitability within M1. 374 Motor-training plasticity 375 In this study, reaction time improved significantly following the 15 minute motor 376 acquisition task. Accuracy also improved significantly following the task, coinciding with dis-377 inhibition at CBI50. Given the large sample size of 800 responses from the motor acquisition 378 task, it is unlikely that these changes to accuracy happened by chance alone. There is strong 379 support that the cerebellum is highly active in motor adaptation and learning, especially in early 380 stages (Doyon et al. 2003; Doyon et al. 2002) , and the combined effect of improved reaction 381 time and accuracy following practice suggest both plasticity and a learned effect subsequent to 382 motor skill acquisition; as well, it is highly likely that multiple changes occur along the 383 cerebellar-M1 pathway subsequent to this acquisition task. 384 385 17 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration Sensorimotor integration related to task acquisition 386 Motor skill acquisition requires processing somatosensory information received from the 387 motor task and integrating this information with the motor command (or efference copy) sent 388 from M1, to fine tune and improve the efficacy of the motor task performed. This is referred to 389 as sensorimotor integration. The cerebellum is known to be highly involved in sensorimotor 390 integration, both receiving information from the motor cortex regarding motor commands and 391 integrating this with peripheral sensory information and expected sensory information due to past 392 experience (Manzoni 2007; Nixon 2003) , to enable fine tuning and improved efficacy in task 393 performance. In this study, stimulation of the cerebellum was performed 5 ms prior to 394 stimulation of M1 creating inhibition within a distal hand muscle. The literature shows that 395 intervals less than 5 ms or greater than 8 ms resulted in no change to cerebellar output (Ugawa et 396 al. 1995) , and it appears that 5 to 8 ms is optimal for the merging of the two signals from the 397 posterior fossa and M1. This time window (5 ms) provides insufficient time for sensory input 398 from proprioception and cutaneous touch to travel to the cerebellum and modify the output. In 399 this study, changes were seen in cerebellar-motor output following the learning of a motor task, 400 implying that the task was encoded as part of the body schema since the time window (5 ms) 401 excludes the possibility of contaminant effects from proprioceptive and cutaneous input, which is 402 a strength of the CBI50 method. 403 Limitations 404 A potential limitation of this study is that the control group did not engage in a mentally-405 stimulating task, whereas the experimental group used both motor and cognitive resources. 406 Although the researchers determined that the effects seen in the experimental group were not 407 18 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration seen within the control, it may be that a task could be used for the control condition that requires 408 mental concentration, but not the learning of movements. 409 Potential research for future 410 Future applications of this technique could include the study of changes in cerebellar 411 inhibition during different stages of motor acquisition. For example, if greatest dis-inhibition is 412 observed following the initial stages of learning and less dis-inhibition is seen following lengthy 413 periods of practice, these findings would consolidate and extend previous work, possibly 414 formalising the timing paradigm indicating when cerebellar nuclei activity is greatest (Doyon et 415 al. 2002) . In later stages of learning, previous work has shown activity to transition from 416 cerebellar nuclei to higher brain regions, specifically the corpus striatum and projections to 417 related motor areas, basal ganglia circuitry and other subcortical structures (Doyon et al. 2003; 418 Doyon et al. 2002; Penhume and Doyon 2002) . These studies however used fMRI and PET 419 which depend on vascular perfusion characteristics and changes in blood flow to infer changes in 420 neural activity and require measurements over several minutes, being potentially less sensitive to 421 the immediate changes in inhibition projected from cerebellar neurons to M1. In contrast, the 422 TMS-CBI50 method may be more sensitive to temporal changes, since it may be used 423 immediately following a task or intervention. It is also more specific in targeting neuronal targets 424 and pathways associated with M1 due to localisation characteristics and more specific placement 425 of coils, whereas fMRI and PET reflect the composite neural activity of reciprocal projections 426 throughout the brain and spinal cord (Manzoni 2007) . 427 In conclusion, this study has developed a novel method for demonstrating cerebellar 428 inhibition that is individualized based on a participant's individual, physiologically determined 429 baseline CBI50 level. Clear dis-inhibition of cerebellar projections to M1 is seen at CBI50, 430 19 Cerebellar-M1 Plasticity and Sensorimotor Integration CBI50+5%, and CBI50+10% following a motor acquisition task that has been shown through 431 previous fMRI studies to activate regions of the cerebellar cortex and cerebellar nuclei. With this 432 method, each subject's curve is made relative to a 50-percent baseline defined as CBI50 to allow 433 comparability between subjects. This method is sensitive for studying neurophysiological 434 changes that occur with motor learning and acquisition. A tool of this nature is important since it 435 allows for comparisons of human cerebellar output and aids the study of human cerebellar 436 physiology. 
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